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2 October,2017

Attention:

Eugenie Finn

IOHNSTAFF

Level L2,70 Pitt Street,
Sydney NSW 2000

Re:

SENSITM CABINET: Ultimo Master Planning

Dear Eugenie

I have reviewed the document MAAS Heritage Site, Ultimo Preliminary feasibilities Sydney, NSW,
Revision 4 dated L4.09,17 of Crone Architects.

1.0

Description of the Site.

As outlined in the above document the site consists of that part of the MAAS site located between

Pier Street and Macarthur Street in Ultimo and bounded to the west by the Wran Building also part of
the MAAS. The site is bounded to the east by the Sydney Light Rail corridor. The buildings on the site
originally contained the Ultimo Power Station and were subsequently adaptively reused to form part
of the MAAS along with the adjacent Wran Building and the nearby Harwood Building, the complex
being known also as the Powerhouse Museum

2.L

Current Statutory Listings

The Powerhouse Museum:

o
.

Is not listed on the State Heritage Register under the auspices of the NSWHeritage Act
1977.

Is listed as heritage items by Schedule 5 Part 1 of the Sydney LEP 2072 as follows:

il
ii)

Former Post Office Building. Item No. I2030,494 Harris Street, Lot 1 D.P. 770037.
Powerhouse Museum, Former Warehouse Buildings. Item No. 12031, 500 Harris
Street, Lot 1 D.P. 631345.

It is noted that Iisting does not extend to the Wran Building [Lot 1 D.P. 78L732) or the Harwood
Building (Lot 3 D.P. 2L6854).
The Powerhouse Museum, Former Warehouse Buildings are also located in the vicinity of Heritage
Items 12034 andl2O44 and is also in the vicinity of Heritage Conservation Area C67, Harris Street
HCA as defined by Schedule 5 Part 2 ofthe Sydney LEP 2012.
Refer to the map in Figure 1. below, a detail from the Sydney LEP 2012 heritage plan. Heritage items

are coloured brown and numbered. Conservation Areas are hatched in red. The arrow points to the
Powerhouse Museum, Item No. I2031.

2.2

Non-StatutoryListings

The Powerhouse Museum is listed on the Australian Institute of Architects Register of Significant

Architecture in NSW.
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Figure 1: Extract of City of Sydney LEP 20L2, Heritage Map.

2,3
The

Statement of Significance

former Ultimo Power House, dating lrom 7899, is histortcaily significantfor being the original

generating station for the supply of electricity to power the tramway neaitork throughout Sydney. It was
also one of the largest and most important generating stations in NSW for many years ond has associations
with the electrification of the suburban railway system and with the general reticulation of electrical power,
It was the first place where turbine driven alternators were tried in Australia, in 1905. It was amongst the
largest of any generating stations operoting in Australia with Ultimo and the White Bay Power being
purpose builtfor the Railway and Tramways Departmentgenerating stations. The abandoned status of the
power station and tramway system provided a potential to reveal a past transport system which ceased in
favour of motor buses, which was underway from the 1950s.

from one of the key period of layers for the development of Ulttmo as a direct result of
subdivision of the Horris and Macarthur Estates and industrial redevelopment of the area at the turn of the
century,
The building dates

It represents a good example of a Federation industrial building which makes a positive contribution to the
streetscape. The subsequent alterations undertaken for the building's conversion to the Powerhouse Museum
is significant both for its successfuI re-use of the buildings and as a madern design, awarded the Sulman
medal.r
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3.0

Initial Comments

title of the preliminary feasibility study uses the word Herttage however the study contains little
heritage information to guide the reader. On page 2 the sub-heading Heritage is last. As a Heritage
Item, heritage should come first as an issue as all that is proposed after this point will have some
impact on the heritage significance of the site. Without some heritage commentary or analysis, the
reader cannot be confident of the potential impacts of the Options.
The

I note that the options have taken into account heritage requirements, as Crone have worked on this
site over a number of years, however some heritage analysis can give confidence to the reader that
this knowledge has been actively considered.
I suggest the following be included in the Study:

L.
2.
3.

4.

As noted above, statutory and non-statutory listings for the site and its surroundings.
A statement of significance.
Under Key Design Principles, principle or principles t}rat inform the design such that heritage
significance of the site is maintained or enhanced.
For each Option a clear statement of potential heritage impacts, both positive and negative,
be included.

4.O

Study Options

4.7

Study Option 01, Mixed Use Hub

This Option maintains a good understanding of the spaces within the buildings and does not
contemplate major external changes. The basic building envelope is retained.
The following are seen as positive aspects of Option 1:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The provision of stepped slabs provides a full understanding of the internal space of the
Engine House and turbine House.
Polished concrete is an appropriate floor finish.
Removal of later paint to the exhaust stacks is a positive heritage outcome.
Restoration of fenestration will have a positive impact.
New glazed entry properly designed, will have a neutral impact.
Access to Pier Street may be problematic in terms of changes in level and penetration of

existing walls.
The following are seen as potentially negative aspects of Option

1.

4.2

t:

The inclusion of additional mezzanine levels within the Engine House and Turbine house
diminish tle overall understanding of the space.

will

Study Option 02, Refreshed Museum

This Option also maintains a good understanding of the spaces within the buildings and does not
contemplate major external changes. The basic building envelope is retained.
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The impacts of this Option are similar to those of Option 1.
The following are seen as positive aspects of Option 2:

t.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The provision of stepped slabs provides a full understanding of the internal space of the
Engine House and turbine House.
Polished concrete is an appropriate floor finish.
Removal of later paint to the exhaust stacks is a positive heritage outcome.
Restoration of fenestration will have a positive impact.
New glazed entry properly designed, will have a neutral impact
Access to Pier Street may be problematic in terms of changes in level and penetration of

existing walls.
The following are seen as potentially negative aspects of Option 2

L.

4.3

The inclusion of additional mezzanine levels within the Engine House and Turbine house
diminish the overall understanding of the space.

will

Study Option 03, Theatre Venue

This option deals with the suitability of the Turbine Hall as a space for a theatre based on the
envelope containing the Princess Theatre in Melbourne. The section on P. 31 indicates a 5m
protrusion through the roof in order to accommodate the fly tower. No further analysis is given
regard to the following impacts:

.

with

Analysis with regard to the impact on the heritage significance of the building of the
construction of the addition.
The impact of the removal of original roof structure to accommodate the fly tower.
A view analysis with regard to the increased height when viewed from ttre public domain.

o
o

The following are seen as positive aspects of Option 3

1.

2.
3.

The site would benefit from the activation brought to it by the inclusion of a theatre.
Polished concrete is an appropriate floor finish. [Assumed for t]ris Option.)
Removal of later paint to the exhaust stacks is a positive heritage outcome. (Assumed for this

4.
5.
6.

Option.)
Restoration of fenestration will have a positive impacl (Assumed for this Option.)
New glazed ent-ry, properly designed, will have a neutral impact.
Relocation of the gantry crane on its rails will have a neutral impact

The following are seen as potentially negative aspects of Option 3.

L.

4.4

The potential negative impact of the proposed fly tower is acceptable, as it is modest in
overall increased height and lower than the highest point of the roof. As noted above, further
analysis of its impact is required.

Study Option 04, Warm Shell

This Option has the least impact on the heritage significance of the building up to the point of any
fitout that might occur.
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I trust this information is of use to you. Should you have any questions, don't hesitate to call me,

Yours faithfully

fames Phillips

Director
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